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1) Background of the Research

Futures studies is a new-comer among sciences

It is multidisciplinary by nature and - therefore – difficult to be defined with 
traditional tools or dispositions of sciences

There are a lot of research applications and a few theoretical underpinnings

There are hardly any coherent presentations about futures studies theories

Basic research is needed in demonstrating the quality of futures studies in research
applications



Conceptually, a “theory” is a persistent and well-established scientific statement 
that cannot easily be falsified. Thus, we are supposed to trust on a theory.

Rather than stating what is possible, theories are telling us what is not possible. 
Thus, a theory of open futures might be “leaking” and it must be contested 

We approach the question of openness from perspectives of knowing, thinking and 
reasoning, choosing and acting and owning the futures

We “attack” against openness in order to reveal where our theory leaks



2) Aims of the research and the research question

Aims:

Generating discussion about futures studies concepts and theories

Making a hypothesis of ”future is open” as the main futures studies theory and 
contesting it

Main research question: 

Can ”future is open” be seen as the main future studies theory? If yes, on which
grounds? If not, then why not?



3) Research material

Results of an inquiry on personal futures thinking with 91 Finnish respondents: 
What is future to you?, during 2012-14

Literature of ”future consciousness” and ”future” (approaches e.g.: semantics, 
didactics, psychology, philosophy, neurology), during 2015-15

Finally, we base our analyses on earlier experience of authors in conducting futures
studies research applications and education



4) Research method

A Literature review: pro and against open futures

Asking from experts

A Futures thinking –inquiry with 91 respondents

Case studies: a chicken and a benevolent farmer & household energy system (future 
knowledge)



5) Anticipated research results 

• Extended understanding of “future” and “future consciousness”

• Contesting arguments of ”pro” and ”against” open futures

• Defining ”future knowledge” and presenting a model of ”futures context”

• An analyses of ”future is open” as the main theory of futures studies



Dictionaries: time, happening, events, conditions and states, and qualitative
possibilities

According to inquiry: goals, aspirations, changes, meanings, values, progress, 
wishes, chance, personal/ general futures… i.e. context of meaningfulness

There are research articles speaking for ”inner-self”, ”inner self” or PCE Pure 
Consciousness Experience referring to human mental states that are beyond human 
analytical competences and tools i.e. unreachable or cognitively inaccessible (e.g. 
William Lycan on Rosenthal, 2002; Taylor 2004; Frank, 2002). 

Penetrating into ”inner self” would be a valuable additional source of further
sophistication of futures studies theories.

If we assume that we can’t have information or data from the future and if 
knowledge is information in the context then we have to ask what is “the future as 
a context?”



Future knowledge (FK) is comprehensive and 
interrelated understanding of what…

*will (ownership, action, incontingence) 
*can (possibility, ability, contingence), 
*may (if then, when then) and 
*should be (values, ownership, visionarity)

Two sides of FK: objective and subjective



Perception Future knowledge

Variables Explanation

Future context
- a context for non-personal

futures
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